
CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTEDREFINABLE SPLINESWAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENAbstract. We prove that a compactly supported spline function � of degree ksatis�es the scaling equation �(x) =PNn=0 c(n)�(mx�n) for some integerm � 2, ifand only if �(x) =Pn p(n)Bk(x�n) where p(n) are the coe�cients of a polynomialP (z) such that the roots of P (z)(z � 1)k+1 are mapped into themselves by themapping z ! zm, and Bk is the uniform B-spline of degree k. Furthermore, theshifts of � form a Riesz basis if and only if P is a monomial.1. IntroductionSplines, as well as re�nable functions, have been widely used in the areas of numer-ical solution of di�erential equations, computer aided geometric design and wavelettheory. In this note we give a complete characterization of compactly supportedre�nable splines.De�nition 1.1 A non-zero compactly supported function � : R! C is a spline ifthere exists an integer L � 2 and points x0 < x1 < � � � < xL such that � is supportedon [x0; xL) and for each 1 � j � L and x 2 [xj�1; xj) ;�(x) = Pj(x) (1.1)where Pj is a polynomial of degree kj.The points xj; j = 0; : : : ; L, are called knots of � and the degree of � is k =maxfk1; : : : ; kLg. A knot xj is called an active knot of � if its derivative �(`) is dis-continuous at xj for some `. We shall assume that all the knots are active knots.Date:1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 41A15, 41A30, 65D07.Key words and phrases. re�nable spline, B-spline, Riesz basis .



2 WAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENA special class of splines are the uniform B-splines which are de�ned inductivelyby B0(x) := �[0;1)(x) := ( 1 x 2 [0; 1)0 otherwise ; (1.2)and for k � 1 Bk := Bk�1 �B0 ; (1.3)where � denotes the operation of convolution. Then for any integers k � 0, Bk hask� 1 continuous derivatives with active knots at 0; : : : ; k+ 1 and it is a polynomialof degree k between the knots.The Fourier transform of an integrable function � will be denoted by �̂ and isde�ned by �̂(u) := Z 1�1 �(x)e2�ixudx :De�nition 1.2 Let m � 2 be an integer. A function f is m-re�nable if thereexist positive integers N1 < N2 and a �nite sequence of complex numbers a(n); n =N1; : : : ; N2, called the scaling sequence, such a(N1) 6= 0, a(N2) 6= 0 and f satis�esthe following scaling (or re�nement) equationf(x) = N2Xn=N1 a(n)f(mx� n) : (1.4)Note that every m-re�nable function may be reduced to standard form by letting�(x) = f(x+ N1m�1). Then (1.4) becomes�(x) = NXn=0 c(n)�(mx� n) ; (1.5)where c(n) := a(n +N1) and N := N2 � N1 . We shall assume that all m-re�nablefunctions have been reduced to standard form unless otherwise stated. We shall alsocall (1.5) a scaling equation of length N . The polynomial C(z) := c(0)+c(1)z+ � � �+c(N)zN is called the scaling polynomial of �.



CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED REFINABLE SPLINES 3By taking Fourier transforms of the functions in (1.5), we have�̂(u) = 1mC �e 2�ium � �̂� um� : (1.6)The uniform B-spline Bk is an m-re�nable compactly supported spline for anym � 2. Indeed, Bk satis�es the scaling equationBk(x) = NXn=0 bk;m(n)Bk(mx� n) (1.7)where N := (k+1)(m� 1) , and the scaling coe�cients bk;m(n) are given recursivelyby b0;m(n) := ( 1 n = 0; : : : ; m� 10 otherwise (1.8)and for k = 1; 2 : : : ;bk;m := bk�1;m � b0;m := 1m m�1Xj=0 bk�1;m(n� j) : (1.9)The scaling sequences (bk;m(n))n2Z are the discrete uniform B-splines. The scalingrelation (1.7) with the scaling coe�cients given in (1.8) and (1.9) is established byinduction on k using (1.3). If we denote the scaling polynomial of Bk byBk;m(z) := NXn=0 bk;m(n)zn ; z 2 C ; (1.10)then the above recursive de�nition of bk;m(n) is equivalent toBk;m(z) = 1mk �1 + z + � � �+ zm�1�k+1 : (1.11)This can also be established directly by taking the Fourier transforms of the functionsin the scaling equation (1.7).Re�nable functions are studied in computer aided geometric design via subdivisionmethods ([2]) and also in wavelet theory ([3]). The re�nability makes it possible toiterate a �xed numerical scheme to generate a curve or surface by computers, andprovides a simple numerical decomposition and reconstruction algorithm for image



4 WAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENcompression. Re�nable functions with compact supports give e�cient numericalschemes and better time localization in image compression.The interpolatory subdivision scheme, an iterative interpolation process, is a spe-cial subdivision scheme. The corresponding re�nable function obtained from such ascheme is a fundamental function. A function � is called a fundamental function ifthere is an integer i, so that �(j) = �i;j; for all j 2 Z:Deslauriers and Dubuc ([4]) considered such a scheme which led them to the con-struction of 2-re�nable compactly supported fundamental functions. These functionsare usually not splines. It is well known that re�nable fundamental functions canbe constructed from the uniform B-splines (see [6]), but they usually have in�nitesupports.In [2], Cavaretta, Dahmen and Micchelli made an extensive study of the theoryand the applications of stationary subdivision. Among other things, they gave acharacterization of compactly supported re�nable cardinal splines (a cardinal splineis a linear combinations of shifts, i.e. integer translates, of a �xed uniform B-spline).It would be of interest to give a complete characterization of all compactly supportedre�nable splines. The main result of this paper gives such a characterization.It is of particular interest in wavelet theory to construct compactly supportedre�nable functions with orthonormal shifts. In [3], Daubechies gave a general con-struction of a class of 2-re�nable compactly supported functions with orthonormalshifts by constructing scaling sequences with certain properties. The correspondingre�nable functions, which are de�ned via their Fourier transforms, usually do nothave analytic forms. On the other hand, re�nable functions with orthonormal shiftsconstructed by Battle and Lemari�e ([1] and [5]) from uniform B-splines are piecewisepolynomials. However, they usually have in�nite supports.Splines are widely used in computer aided geometric design and in the numericalsolution of di�erential and integral equations. Recently more general ideas on re-�nability, nested spaces and decomposition of spaces have also been used in theseareas. Therefore it would be useful to have compactly supported re�nable splines



CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED REFINABLE SPLINES 5which have orthonormal shifts, or which are fundamental functions. This partiallymotivates our study here and an immediate corollary of the main results of this papercon�rms that, except the trivial cases, there are no such splines.In Section 2 we introduce some preliminaries and state the main theorem whoseproof is given in Section 3.2. Preliminaries and Statement of ResultsWe introduce necessary concepts, derive preliminary results and state the charac-terization theorem for m-re�nable splines.Lemma 2.1. If � is an m-re�nable compactly supported function satisfying a scalingequation of length N , then the smallest interval containing its support is �0; Nm�1�.Proof. If � has compact support let [a; b] be the smallest interval containing thesupport of �. The scaling equation (1.5) implies[a; b] � N[n=0 �n+ am ; n+ bm � :Therefore a � 0 and b � Nm�1 .Lemma 2.2. If � is an m-re�nable compactly supported spline function for anym � 2, then the knots of � are integers.Proof. Lemma 2.1 implies that xi = 0 for each i. Suppose that there exists a non-integer knot and let 0 < xi be the smallest non-integer knot. Then (1.5) implies��xim� = c(0)�(xi) + NXn=1 c(n) �(xi � n) :The points xi � n are not knots since they are non-integers and they are smallerthan xi and xi was assumed to be the smallest non-integer knot. Since xi is a knotand xi � n are not knots xim is a knot and is smaller than xi. Furthermore, xim is anon-integer knot, since xi is a non-integer, and is smaller than xi. This contradictsthe assumption that xi is the smallest non-integer knot and completes the proof.



6 WAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENDe�nition 2.1 Let m � 2 be an integer. A polynomial P (z) is m-closed if its rootsare mapped into themselves (counting multiplicity) by the mapping z ! zm.Lemma 2.3. A polynomial P (z) is m-closed if and only if P (z) divides P (zm).Proof. Suppose that P (z) divides P (zm). Then P (zm) = Q(z)P (z) for some polyno-mial Q(z). Therefore, if � is a root of P (z) of multiplicity � then �m is also a rootof P (z) of multiplicity at least �. Hence P (z) is m-closed.Conversely, suppose that P (z) is m-closed. Now the rational function P (zm)=P (z)has at most isolated poles at the roots of P (z). If � is a root of P (z) of multiplicity�, then �m is a root of P (z) of multiplicity at least �. Hence (zm � �m)� is a factorof P (zm). Since (z � �)� divides (zm � �m)�, P (zm) has a factor (z � �)�. HenceP (zm)=P (z) is a polynomial.De�nition 2.2 The linear combination of shifts of a function f by a polynomialP (z) = p(0) + p(1)z + � � �+ p(d)zd is the functiong(x) = dXn=0 p(n)f(x� n) : (2.1)Clearly g is a linear combination of shifts of � by P (z) if and only ifĝ(u) = P (e2�iu)�̂(u) :We now state the main theorem.Theorem 2.1. Suppose that � is a compactly supported spline function of degree kand m � 2 is an integer. Then � is an m-re�nable function satisfying the scalingequation (1.5) if and only if there exists a polynomial P (z) such that P (z)(z � 1)k+1is m-closed and � is the linear combination of shifts of Bk by P (z). Further, theshifts of � form a Riesz basis if and only if P (z) is a monomial.If f is an m-re�nable compactly supported spline function satisfying the scalingequation (1.4), then its shift f(�+ N1m�1) satis�es a scaling equation of the form (1.5).Therefore the following are direct consequences of Theorem 2.1.



CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED REFINABLE SPLINES 7Corollary 2.1. A compactly supported spline function � of degree k satis�es thescaling equation (1.4) if and only if there exists a polynomial P (z) such that P (z)(z�1)k+1 is m-closed and � is the linear combination of shifts of Bk(� � N1m�1) by P (z).Corollary 2.2. The shifts of a compactly supported m-re�nable spline function ofdegree k form a Riesz basis if and only if it is of the form Bk(� � jm�1) for j 2 Z.Corollary 2.3. Let � be a compactly supported m-re�nable spline function. Then �and its shifts form an orthonormal set if and only if �(x) = B0(x � jm�1) for somej 2 Z; and � is a fundamental function if and only if �(x) = B0(x� jm�1) for somej 2 Z or �(x) = B1(x� jm�1) for some j 2 Z.The proof of Theorem 2.1 based on properties of the Fourier transform of � andits relationship to the scaling polynomial C(z) of � is given in the next section.3. Proof of the main theoremWe �rst establish some auxiliary results.Lemma 3.1. For a compactly supported spline function � of degree k, �̂(u) 6= 0 foralmost all u, and �̂(u) = kXj=0 uj�k�1Tj(u) (3.1)where each Tj(y); j = 0; : : : ; k, is a polynomial of the formTj(u) = LX̀=0 t`;je2�ix`u ; (3.2)and x`; ` = 0; : : : ; L; are the active knots of �.Proof. Suppose that � is given by (1.1). Then�̂(u) = LXj=1 Z xjxj�1 Pj(x)e2�ixudx :The result then follows by integration by parts.



8 WAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENLemma 3.2. Let � be an m-re�nable compactly supported spline function of degreek with scaling polynomial C(z) and Fourier transform given in ( 3.1). Then each Tjis a trigonometric polynomial satisfying the equationTj(u) = mk�jC �e 2�ium �Tj � um� : (3.3)Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, the knots of �, 0 = x0; : : : ; xL = Nm�1 are integers.Hence each Tj is a trigonometric polynomial. Substituting the expression for �̂(u) in(3.1) into (1.6) we obtainkXj=0 uj�k�1Tj(u) = kXj=0 mk�jC �e 2�ium � uj�k�1Tj( um) :The relation (3.3) then follows by equating the coe�cients of powers of u since Cand Tj are periodic of period 1 and have only �nitely many zeros in the interval[0; 1].We are now in the position to prove the main result.Proof of Theorem 2.1Suppose that � is an m-re�nable compactly supported spline function of degree ksatisfying the scaling equation (1.5). Then the Fourier transform �̂ is given in (3.1).First we show that all but one of the Tj 's are identically zero. For any 0 � j � k,(1.6) and (3.3) show that Tj(u) satis�esTj(u) = m(k�j+1)p �̂(u)�̂ � ump �Tj � ump� ; p = 0; 1; : : : : (3.4)Choose ` such that T` is not identically zero. Suppose the Taylor series expansionsof �̂ and T` about u = 0 are �̂(u) = �u� +O(u�+1)and T`(u) = �`u�` +O(u�`+1)respectively. Then for u 6= 0 such that �̂(u) 6= 0 ,T`(u) = limp!1 ��̀ m(k�`+1+���`)pu�`���̂(u) : (3.5)



CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTLY SUPPORTED REFINABLE SPLINES 9It follows that �` = k � ` + 1 + �and T`(u) = ��̀ uk�`+1�̂(u) :Hence ��`u`�k�1T`(u) = kXj=0 uj�k�1Tj(u) :Therefore, Tj is identically zero for all j 6= ` and it follows from (3.1) that�̂(u) = T`(u)uk�`+1By de�ning T (z) := LXj=0 tj;`zxj ; z 2 C ; (3.6)we obtain �̂(u) = T (e2�iu)uk�`+1 ; (3.7)for some `; 0 � ` � k.Since �̂(u) is bounded, (3.7) shows that T (z) must have a root of order at leastk � `+ 1 at z = 1. Furthermore, (3.3) impliesT (zm) = mk�`C(z)T (z) ; z 2 C ; (3.8)where C(z) is the scaling polynomial of �. Hence, T (z) is m-closed.We de�ne the polynomial P (z) byP (z) = T (z)(z � 1)k�`+1 : (3.9)Then P (z)(z � 1)k�`+1 is m-closed. Further,�̂(u) = P �e2�iu� (e2�iu � 1)k�`+1uk�`+1 = P �e2�iu� bBk�`(u) ;showing that � is the linear combination of shifts of the B-spline Bk�` by P (z). Since� is of degree k, it follows that ` = 0.



10 WAYNE LAWTON, S L LEE AND ZUOWEI SHENConversely, suppose that � is the linear combination of shifts of Bk for some integerk � 0 by a polynomial P (z) for which P (z)(z � 1)k+1 is m-closed. Then�̂(u) = P (e2�iu) bBk(u) ; (3.10)and �̂(mu)�̂(u) = 1mk+1 P (e2�imu)(e2�imu � 1)k+1P (e2�iu)(e2�iu � 1)k+1is a polynomial. Hence � is m-re�nable.Finally, if � is the linear combination of shifts of Bk by P (z), then (3.10) givesXn2Z j�̂(u+ n)j2 = jP (e2�iu)j2Xn2Z j bBk(u+ n)j2 ; u 2 R :Hence A �Xn2Z j�̂(u+ n)j2 � B ; u 2 R ;for some positive constants A and B, if and only if P (z) has no root on the unitcircle. Since P (z)(z � 1)k+1 is m-closed, all the roots of P (z) are either zero or lieon the unit circle. Hence P (z) has no roots on the unit circle if and only if P (z) isa monomial. 2 References[1] Battle, G., A block spin construction of ondelettes. Part I: Lemarie Functions, CommunicationsMath. Phys. 110 (1987), 601{615.[2] Cavaretta, A. S., Dahmen, W. and Micchelli, C. A. , Stationary subdivision, Memoirs Amer.Math. Soc. # 453, 93(1991), 1-182.[3] Daubechies, I., Ten lectures on wavelets, CBMS 61, Society of Industrial and Applied Mathe-matics, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1992.[4] Deslauriers, G. and Dubuc, S. Symmetric iterative interpolation processes, Constructive Ap-proximation 5 (1989) 49-68.[5] Lemari�e, P.G., Ondelettes �a localisation exponentielle, J. de Math. Pures et Appl. 67 (1988),227{236.[6] Schoenberg, I.J., Cardinal spline interpolation, CBMS-NSF Series in Appl. Math.# 12, SIAMPubl., Philadelphia, 1973.
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